
 

Exploring how yeast cells can produce drugs
for the treatment of psychotic disorders
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Graphical abstract. Credit: Nature Chemical Biology (2023). DOI:
10.1038/s41589-023-01430-2

Production of biological substances for medicine using genetically
engineered yeast cells shows new promising results in basic research
from an international team of researchers. In 2022, the researchers
attracted international attention by programming the longest-ever
biosynthetic pathway—or 'assembly line'—into a microbial cell factory
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and designing it to produce biological substances for cancer drugs.

In an article published in the journal Nature Chemical Biology,
"Biosynthesis of natural and halogenated plant monoterpene indole
alkaloids in yeast," the researchers now present results with the artificial
production of the naturally occurring substance, alstonine, which has
shown promising results for use in treating mental disorders.

"Development of medicines from natural plant substances is widely
used. However, since plants do not produce these substances to fight
human diseases, there is often a need to modify them to make them
more effective and safe," says Michael Krogh Jensen, a senior researcher
at DTU Biosustain and co-founder of the biotech company Biomia.

The researchers hope that the yeast platform can play a prominent role in
discovering and developing plant-based medicine.

Fewer side effects for patients

The new research results prove that the engineered yeast cells can make
other substances in the group of alkaloids than the substance vinblastine,
for which the researchers presented results in 2022. In addition to
producing the two new natural plant substances, alstonine and serpentine,
the researchers have further developed the method to make 19 new
derived variants of the two substances through a chemical process called
halogenation, often used in medicine development.

Today, up to 40 percent of the substances tested in human trials are
produced by halogenation.

"We have found a method to make yeast cells use enzymes and carry out
the same chemical process that takes place in halogenation. Plants
generally can't naturally carry out halogenation. Therefore, our versatile
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biotechnological platform is a possible method for optimizing and
developing plant-based alkaloids that may then be used to make
medicines against, for example, schizophrenia, for which there are many
negative side effects such as insomnia, weight gain, and reduced
immunity when using existing medicines," says Michael Krogh Jensen.

  
 

  

De novo alstonine and serpentine production in yeast. a, Integration of plant
biosynthetic pathways with native yeast metabolic pathways to produce alstonine
and serpentine. IPP, isopentenyl pyrophosphate; DMAPP, dimethylallyl
pyrophosphate; GPPS, GPP synthase; FPSN144W, FPP synthase N144W variant;
CPR, NADPH-cytochrome P450 reductase; CYB5, cytochrome b5; GES,
geraniol synthase; G8H, geraniol 8-hydroxylase; 8HGO, 8-hydroxygeraniol
oxidoreductase; ISY, iridoid synthase; IO, iridoid oxidase; CYPADH, alcohol
dehydrogenase 2; 7DLGT, 7-deoxyloganetic acid glucosyl transferase; 7DLH,
7-deoxyloganic acid hydroxylase; LAMT, loganic acid O-methyltransferase;
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TDC, tryptophan decarboxylase; SLS, secologanin synthase; STR, strictosidine
synthase. b, Screen of AS candidates in YPD cultivation medium. Gene
candidates are linked to strain identifiers as follows: RteAS1 (Sc87), RteAS2
(Sc88), RteAS3 (Sc90), RteAS4 (Sc92), RteAS5 (Sc94), CroAS_nat (Sc96), 
RseSBE_nat (Sc97), GseSBE_nat (Sc98), CroAS2_nat (Sc100), CroAS2 (Sc101),
CroAS (Sc102), RseSBE (Sc103), GseSBE (Sc104) and CroSS_nat (Sc157) and a
negative-control strain (Sc86). c,d, Representative production profiles for
alstonine (c), serpentine (d) and pathway intermediates using a small-scale fed-
batch process for strains Sc112 and Sc85, respectively, cultivated in 1 ml of 3×
SC medium supplemented with 3 mM tryptophan. For b, n = 3, and error bars
represent 1 s.d. from the mean, with data points overlaid as black dots. Credit: 
Nature Chemical Biology (2023). DOI: 10.1038/s41589-023-01430-2

The researchers created the yeast-based cell factories by inserting a large
number of genes from plants that can generate biosynthesis of natural
plant substances. In addition, they inserted enzymes from bacteria to
halogenate these natural substances and tested the production in yeast.

Following the conversion into serpentine and alstonine, the substances
were purified. The researchers then tested their structure—using an
NMR analysis (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance spectroscopy), which looks
at the composition of atoms—and investigated their bioactivity in a cell
line from monkeys.

The research into the new yeast-based production of the halogenated
plant-inspired natural substances and the 19 variants is still in an early
phase, where the researchers are now finding the best candidates to use
in treating mental disorders. The candidates must then be prepared for
testing in clinical studies. At best, Michael Krogh Jensen expects to be
able to send substances derived from alstonine to clinical trials in 2026.

Even if the clinical studies show promising results against schizophrenia
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or other mental disorders, it will still be at least ten years before the
research may lead to new medicines for purchase at pharmacies.

  More information: Samuel A. Bradley et al, Biosynthesis of natural
and halogenated plant monoterpene indole alkaloids in yeast, Nature
Chemical Biology (2023). DOI: 10.1038/s41589-023-01430-2
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